PORTFOLIO BRANDING & DIGITAL

"Your brand is what other people say about you when
you're not in the room"
- Jeff Bezos |
Founder of Amazon.com
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THE BRAND PERSONALITY
We have been reading a lot lately about brand personality
archetypes. The concept of 'brand archetypes' was
developed over the years based on Carl Jung's work on
personality archetypes and popularised in Margaret Mark
and Carol Pearson's 2001 book, The Hero and the Outlaw:
Building Extraordinary Brands Through the Power of
Archetypes.
Brand archetypes are far from scientific, but they are a fun
and useful way to think about what makes your brand tick
and how it relates to your market.

"Branding is so much more than a logo. The
true power of a brand lies in its identity, and by
understanding the archetype of your brand
personality, you can uncover the essence of
your brand."
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A LOGO IS
NOT A BRAND

WHAT IS A LOGO?

WHAT MAKES A GOOD LOGO?

Simply put, a logo is a unique design or symbol that
represents an organisation. Savvy businesses use the
same design for all their communications, from email
signatures to letterheads, advertising and everything in
between. Logos allow companies to be easily identified,
and the best logos become universally recognised
shorthand for their brand - think "golden arches."
Logos contain an easily recognisable design element
that often includes a name, symbol, and specific
colours. They are an important part of your brand
because not only are they necessary for making the
right first impression, but they also provide a shortcut to
the emotions that people associate with your
company. In short, they provide a quick visual
representation of your brand's message and position.

Here is where it gets tricky. A well-designed logo is
more than just a pretty graphic combined with a fancy
font. Great logos surpass the nuts and bolts of their
design to evoke some sort of memory or emotion in the
viewer, a feeling that captures their relationship with
the brand. A truly great logo conveys a brand - and
everything it stands for - at a glance.
Effective logos are always the result of strong
conceptual development, and they are not something
you can buy for a fiver on Fiverr to get a great result. To
really make your logo pop, the ideals that make your
business unique must be understood by the designer
and shaped into a visual signature that perfectly
represents your brand.
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WHAT IS A BRAND?

WHAT MAKES A GREAT BRAND?

A logo is not a brand. It's part of your branding,
sure, but a brand is so much more. A brand
encompasses every interaction with consumers
and every marketing activity that differentiates
your company, product or service from others. This
includes the visual design, marketing,
communications and messaging that make up
every experience people have with your company.
While that may sound like a mouthful, it boils down
to the fact that your brand encapsulates the type of
experience consumers have when they interact with
your business, whether it's a product or service
offered online, offline or in person. Ultimately, your
brand encompasses your business at every level,
from high-level corporate mission statements to
small, in-person interactions.

We have already talked about the need for
distinctive and memorable logos, but what
makes a brand great? A great brand perfectly
captures the emotions people feel when they
interact with your company, while representing
what your company believes in, what makes it
unique, and what it wants to accomplish.
A brand is your company's personality, and truly
great brands exude a charisma and magnetism
that captivates people. A logo without a brand is
a glorified nameplate; ineffective without an
accompanying strategy that conveys your
passion and expertise. You get the best results
when the two come together to reach your
audience, convey your message and cut
through the noise. The result is that your brand is
more than just a logo. And your logo is worth a
lot more than the five dollars you might pay
some faceless amateur on the Internet to design
it. For the best results, work with professionals
who understand the underlying mechanics of
communication and the individual nuances of
your business.

"A brand includes every interaction with
consumers and every marketing activity
that differentiates your company,
product or service from others. It includes
the visual design, marketing,
communications and messaging that make
up every experience people have with your
business."
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1. BRAND ARCHITECTURE

2. BRAND POSITION

IMPORTANCE OF
BRANDING

3. BRAND PERSONALITY

4. BRAND PROMISE
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The word "brand" comes from the practise
of branding cattle with symbols, and that's
what branding does for businesses - it creates a mark that makes the maker of the
product recognisable. Early businesses used
simple brands to avoid forgery, but the consumer explosion in the post-war era took
things to another level when men in suits
realised that brands could be used to sell
products to the masses. If you have Don
Draper and his Mad Men in mind, you are
pretty close. Branding and advertising
became highly evolved as agencies began
to create brands and associate them with
value - a process that continues today. We
have since discovered that brands also
connect emotionally with people, and that's
where much of the modern strategy is
aimed.

What makes brands special is that we
do not own them, because they trigger
different emotional responses in the
hearts and minds of consumers. We
can direct people's perceptions all we
want, but we can never control them.
Think of the difference between Liverpool and Manchester fans - the same
brands can trigger completely different
emotional responses in people. If we
cannot control our brand, why bother?
Effective branding still has great power
and can greatly influence perceptions.
People have incredibly little time and
are forced to make quick decisions
based on minimal information. These
decisions are often driven solely by the
importance of your brand. So a clear
and effective message is key to influencing consumers.

We have been developing successful
brand strategies for many clients
and have learned that there are four
key elements that combine to create
the best representation of your
brand.
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When we talk about brand architecture, we
are referring to the structure of brands
within an organisation. This can include
your corporate, product and other
brands that are directly related to
the functioning of a company.

WHY IT MATTERS?

Companies may offer a range
of products and services - or
partner with other companies and brand architecture helps provide clarity around the
structure of their offerings. By
identifying the underlying
structure of the brand, you can
avoid
overbranding
and
manage key stakeholders
more effectively.

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?
We love that the Kodak brand
is bucking all the trends and
embracing the nostalgic heritage of the brand. The nostalgic
appeal is a powerful and loving trigger for people of a certain age. For a
company that should have died
with the digital age, Kodak is the
true comeback kid.

1. CORPORATE BRAND is the brand of the
company IS.
Think of Apple. The Apple corporate
brand has names for its products,
but no logos for each one. The
branding is consistent
across all products and the
underlying values are not significantly different. This is very
cost effective.
2. PRODUCT BRAND is where the
company that owns and
operates everything takes a
back seat. Think of Unilever, a
large FMCG company that
makes
such
well-known
brands as Dove and Lynx.
They create
a separate
brand
for
each individual product, which
works well when you are
serving a broad market. It's
quite expensive.
3. ENDORSED BRAND is when you
have a master brand and a
number of sub-brands. Think of
the
Virgin
Group.
The
sub-brands have a direct
and obvious visual connection to the master brand,
which is used for all of
the company's goods
and services. This variation falls somewhere
in between the previous options, sharing
key branding techniques.
Important takeaway message
Even though it looks deceptively
simple, this step can take a lot of
time. Do not expect to get this
done in three hours, especially if
you are working in a team. Each
element needs to be thought
through carefully, and it's important to pinpoint the key benefit
that truly sets your business apart.
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THREE

TWO

BRAND
POSITIONING
STATEMENT

A Brand Positioning Statement is a
short sentence or paragraph that
describes your brand's position in
the marketplace. It has a specific
structure that helps describe the
brand accurately.
Why is it important?
Brand positioning statements are
important because they help us
define our brand in terms of product category, target audience,
benefits offered and evidence. This
forces us to focus on core elements, set priorities, and streamline
decision-making processes.
What does this mean?
In this step, you need to take the
structure of the brand positioning
template and update it to include
the specific details that relate to
your business. For {target customer}, {brand} is the {product category}, the {product benefits},
because only {brand} {reason to
believe}.
Important takeaway message
Although it looks deceptively
simple, this step can take a lot of
time. Do not expect to complete
this step in three hours, especially if
you are working in a team. Each
element needs to be thought
through carefully, and it's important to pinpoint the key benefit that
will truly set your business apart.

BRAND
PERSONALITY
Brand personality acknowledges
the fact that we form emotional
connections with brands and is a
mental exercise in personifying a
brand. If your brand were a person,
what kind of person would it be?
What words would we use to
describe them?
Why it matters?
Thinking of a brand as a person
helps define its essence, and using
words we would use to describe a
person can be incredibly helpful
when deciding on a communication style. This helps create a unified voice that is consistent across
web copy, advertising, social
media, and other communications.
What does it mean?
Essentially, it's about finding 3 - 5
words that describe the brand.
Once we have decided on those
words, we can pair them with a
short sentence to clarify the meaning. To arrive at these words, we
need to go back to our brand positioning and think about the key
benefits.
Key takeaway message
The persona we choose must be
justified according to the brand
positioning, but it must also be an
accurate representation of the
company. There is no point in pretending to be dynamic and fast
when you are more thoughtful,
quiet or slow in your decisions. Be
honest and find the positive aspect
in that honesty.
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FOUR

BRAND
PROMISE
The first rule of promises is that they
can never be broken without compromising trust. When we talk about the
brand promise, we mean a promise
that is literally worded as if you were
talking to a customer. When developing your brand promise, it's important
to be clear, honest and realistic.
Why it matters?
Brand promises are important because they are a way to describe our
brand language that speaks
directly to the consumer. Good
promises are easy to remember
and people can easily relate to
them. They are usually short and in
most cases consist of only five words
or less.
What does the promise include?
To formulate a brand promise,
we need to look at the main
benefit of our brand positioning.
Look at your target market, think
about the language they use,
and come up with a memorable way to describe what
you offer your customers. A
strong brand promise is another way to stand out.
Key takeaway message
The brand promise is often
different from the positioning
because it is formulated for the
target audience. The key to success is to come up with something short, memorable and
appealing that everyone in
your
organisation
can
remember. This also allows
your brand to connect
emotionally with your
customers.

An effective communications
strategy encompasses the four
elements of brand strategy:
brand architecture, brand
positioning, brand
personality and brand promise. Ultimately, these
elements - if successfully
implemented - will
create a stronger
connection with
your customers
and improve the
perception of
your brand in
the
marketplace.
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B
BRANDING

M E L L OW DR A M A
B R A N DI N G,PA CK A G I N G & W E B S I T E
Mellow Drama, a cosmetics Brand launching
primarily in the UK with a product range from
BB creams, lipstains to blushes and
shadows. Products aim to be chic and
sophisticated looking to connect with
women of all age groups.
Capitalising as much as we can on the
trend of terms that are used as a part of the
lingo, MELLOW DRAMA is a play on words
MELODRAMA.
Mellow Drama went through naming,
complete branding, packaging, with a
website in tow.

KETO-IN-A-CUP

B RA NDING, PA CKA GING & WE B SITe

Keto-in-a-Cup is the brainchild of Varsha
Dawes and is all about the ketogenic
lifestyle and eating foods that are very
popular. KIAC is a successful and sought
after KETO menu and is very well known
by COSMOPOLITAN

www.keto-in-a-cup.com

LOVE, COFFEE

B R A N DI N G & B U S I N E S S PI T C H D E C K

AGS was looking for chic branding for the
coffee shop (replacing a franchise)
seeking approval from Dubai Holdings.
We worked on the color palette and
branding and then further developed the
pitch deck that included the 3-d renders,
specifically designed menu, concept
profile, mock ups and moodboards.

ATMAN

B R A N D IN G, P ho to grap h y, pac k ag i n g & W E B SITe
Atman is the brainchild of a delightful
Journey therapist who believes in healing
at the cellular level, in mindfulness that
translates into physical, emotional,
spiritual and even professional
well-being. Atman is a 360° solution with
an e-commerce website, product
packaging, line extensions, content
creation, branding and photography.
www.atman.ae

WEARHOUSE

BRAND ING & W EBSITE
A modest couple from Dubai founded Wearhouse. Originally,
Wearhouse was called Kyaara, inspired by the name of Nikul
and Nikita's little girl. Nikul wanted to take Kyaara to the next
level and offer more products for a wider audience. Create
coined the name "Wearhouse" with a chic palette. The website
is a complete 360° e-commerce.
www.wearhouse.ae

ANNA GRIFFIN COACHING

B R A N D I NG & BO O K COV E R D E S I G N

Anna Griffin, a Cambridge and Harvard
graduate, was director of operations at
PricewaterhouceCoopers. She is a
powerhouse of knowledge about
self-improvement and relationships
and is now ready to work as a life
coach for those seeking change and
growth. Anna's branding reflects her
signature and her website is like an
editorial with many calls to action.

LLOTT

B RA N DI N G, W E B S I T E & PAC K AG I N G

Charlotte "Llott" Barten is an entrepreneur who set out
on a journey when she founded Llott the luxury brand.
She currently curates custom jewellery and brings her
clients' designs to life. Charlotte plans to expand to
other luxury lines with clothing and other accessories.
Llott is a simple, bespoke design that uses the double
"L" as a monogram. The colour palette is a beautiful
rose gold and dark teal.
www.llott.me

MIGHZAL ALARAB

R E B R AN DI N G, PA C K A G I N G, W E B S I T E & MOBIL E APPL IC ATION
Mighzal Alarab went through a complete revamp
throughout 2021 & 2022. Starting with simple changes
to their Shopify website, the brother sister Duo seeked
out Wordpress/ woocommerce, a complete rebrand
and packaging with thank you and gift cards. They
currently have a mobile application in tow.
www.mighzalalarab.com

FIA INTERIORS

B R A N D R EV I SI O N & C OMPAN Y PR OF I L E

Rafia Khan of Fia Interiors wanted a brand makeover. A
slight change in color from pink to a bright yellow, a new
font and a trademark from their existing logo were just
what Fia Interiors needed.
Fia's company profile told about the outfit, Fia and all
their projects in clear photos and snippets of color
palettes.

SKIN CANDY

B R AN DI N G & WE B S I T E

Sonia's Skin Candy is all about body and skin
care products that look and feel delicious.
Sonia whips up body scrubs and butters at
home using natural, fair-trade products like
shea, mango butter and more.
www.skincandy.ae

FLOWERISTA

B R A N D I N G, PACK A G I N G, W E B S I T E & PH OT OGRAPHY

Started as Ms. Florist, then moved up to
Ms. Florista and finally - given the lack
of available domains - as FLOWERISTA.
Florists always focus on flowers as the
centre of their brand. All florists want
the best flowers available, but as
Flowerista we wanted to focus on
"delivering beautiful moments" - rather
than just talking about the best quality.
The "WE" in Flowerista - also resonates
as "we" - we are always here for you.
www.flowerista.ae

ROTI

BRAND ING
ROTI - a brand new cloud kitchen in Dubai.
Create has named the project ROTI. Roti
can quintessentially mean roast in French
or simply roti - the Indian flatbread. It's
direct and to the point.
Roti is a simple, chic text logo with the
emphasis on O. Colors like gold and British
Racing Green give it a special character.

H2O

B R A N DI N G
H2O is a cafe & restaurant with an
underwater theme. It is a shisha lounge that
attracts the young and old population of old
Dubai and of course the new. H2O is the idea
of 2 friends who decided to go for this
brilliant theme!

SPAGO INTERNATIONAL

B RA NDING, WE B SITE , COMPA NY PROFILE ,
PITCHDE CKS & SOFTWA RE DE VE LOPME NTS

Spago International, brainchild of Ronaldo
Bremann, has been the leading caterer for
the top 20 sporting events in the middle east.
Spago Intl went through a thorough rebrand
and is gaining a website. We built backend
solutions for vendor programs at sporting
events and several pitchdecks for business
propositions across the Middle East.

LUMBERJACK PIES

B R A N D I N G & webs i t e
Lumberjack Pies was the brainchild
of two lovely Canadian ladies. Anna
and Jessica have found a way to
bring the ingenious Canadian pies
famous for lumberjack culture to our
tables here in the UAE. Anna and
Jess were very specific about their
brand identity requirements and the
accompanying e-commerce
website. For unforeseen reasons, the
ladies decided to end the project.
However, LJP remains one of our
favorite brands.

PELLICCI MANAGEMENT GROUP

B R A N DI N G & Webs i t e

Sandra Pellicci's Management Group needed
a corporate website and basic branding.
The logo is text with a monogram encased in
a brandmark.
www.pelliccimanagementgroup.com

MINDFUL LILA

B RA NDING & WE B SITe

Kirsten started Līlā with the idea of
coaching people to live better lives.
With a focus on mental stability
and inner strength, Līlā, just like its
name in Sanskrit meaning creation,
believes in creating a better life for
those who truly seek positive
change. The logo is a fusion of
petals in a palette with gradients of
blue and yellow.
www.mindfullila.com

P
PROFILES

FIA INTERIORS

Co mpan y P r o fi le
& C o f fee Ta ble B ook

The Book is a collections of a few of
Rafia’s esteemed projects both in UAE
and Internationally

RONALDO’S SPAGO

COMPA NY PROFILE
& fA CTSHE E T

The Company Profile is a detailed
report about the work ethos, company
details, major clients and events,
case studies and the management.
Ronaldo’s Spago are the catering
partners for the QATAR 2022
FIFA World Cup

LOVE, COFFEE

B U S I N ESS P I T CH DE C K

Complete branding & Menu with 3-D
Renders pitch deck produced for
Bluewaters, Dubai Holding.

D
DEVELOPMENT

REFERENCES

DONOVAN STRYDOM
RONALDO>s SPAGO

RAFIA KHAN
FIA INTERIORS

SUMIAYA STILLMAN
LOVE, COFFEE

Mob: 050 196 5989

Mob: 055 101 8599

Mob: 052 539 9945

Project: Qatar FIFA 2022 World Cup FnB Tender - Pitchdeck

Project: Brand Revision, Pitch Deck,

Project: Complete Branding,

Branding, Menus, Corporate Identity

Corporate Profile

Pitch Deck for Dubai Holding

VARSHA DAWES
ROTI, KETO IN A CUP

SARA SHURAFA
FLOWERISTA

EMILY BRYANT
ATMAN

Mob: 050 137 9436

Mob: 058 5738213

Project: Complete Branding

Project: Complete Branding and Ecommerce Website with

Project: Complete Branding and Ecommerce Website with

Payment Integration, Subscription

Payment Integration, Subscription

SAFWAN NAGARIYA
H2O - SHISHA LOUNGE

XENIA MARKOVIC
LAFEEF

HUZAIFA TAYLOR
MIGHZAL AL ARAB

Mob: 056 265 8108

Mob: +965 553 16752

Project: Request to Quote Web Platform

Project: Complete Branding,

(SAUDI ARABIA)

Ecommerce Website

Mob: 056 188 7449

Mob: 054 704 9666
Project: Complete Branding

(KUWAIT)

Contact Us
MANAN MISTRY
0585329007
manan@createme.agency
ADITI SHETTY
0585180990
aditi@createme.agency

